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~~t.;.!!J" nce upon a time there lived a young scientist 
who dreamed of going on great adventures. Sometimes he would spend the whole day just 

reading stories of knights, dragons and wizards. And then he would wonder what he himself 

should do for his first great adventure. Are there still any beautiful princesses to rescue? Evil 

dragons to slay? Forgotten treasures to discover? 

Then, one day, he thought again of all the stories that he has read about mysterious, magical 

flowers. He remembered that the stories tell of beautiful flowers with such strange and 

wonderful powers that many brave knights and mighty wizards went on dangerous quests, 

hoping to find even just one ofthese magical flowers. And the stories also tell of two flowers 

that were the most mysterious and magical of all: the blue rose and the black rose. But it is 

only in fairytales and legends that brave knights could ever hope of finding any of these 

mythical flowers. In this world no one has ever seen a real blue rose or black rose. 

So the young scientist decided that he, too, will go on a quest to fmd the fabled blue and black 

roses. He knew that all the adventurers before him have failed, but that did not bother him too 

much. He was not going to search through faraway kingdoms like they did, or try to use some 

strange magic spell. Instead, his clever plan was to use the exciting new science of genetic 

engineering to find ways oftuming flowers blue or black that no one else has ever thought of 

before ... 
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